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The author wrote this new edition of the most popular elementary social studies methods text on the

market with the following three goals in mind:Â  to present the most powerful social studies content

and pedagogy for children in elementary school, to offer the material in simple and accessible ways,

and to write in a first person active voice. The purpose of this book is to introduce new teachers to

the world of social studies teaching and learning in elementary and middle schools.Â  Geography,

history, government and the other social sciences are delivered into the palm of the new

teacherâ€™s hand along with a suite of tools for bringing social studies to life in the classroom.    Â 

The book is organized into three sectionsâ€“the first orients the reader to the mission of social

studies education to the increasingly diverse children we teach, the second concentrates on the

curriculum, and the third deals with instruction, how we plan and teach this curriculum.Â  Three

central themes continue to pervade the bookâ€“democratic citizenship, diversity, and the social

sciencesâ€“to ultimately encourage teachers to excite their students about closing the gap between

social realities and democratic ideals.Â  An exceptionally strong chapter on multicultural issues

(Chapter 2) helps future teachers truly understand the changing demographics of the American

classroom. Â  Â 
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This textbook was a little more cumbersome to read however it does drive home the need to teach

social studies and teach it well. The author is really passionate about the subject and the



information is very appropriate and on point with regard to today's social studies needs.

This is a great book! It's full of wonderful ideas, teaching strategies, and lots of lesson plans. The

book is broken down nicely into logical chapters and the reading isn't hard to understand.I definitely

recommend having this book!

This is an excellent book. It offers a lot of information about the different ways to teach social

studies and it shares many different lesson plans.

I PURCHASED THIS BOOK FIRST FROM MY UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE FOR $132 PLUS.

AFTER LOOKING AT IT ON .COM,I RETURNED IT BACK TO THE UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

AND PURCHASED IT AT .COM FOR $3.95 PLUS SHIPPING. tHE TOTAL COST WAS LESS

THAN $10.00. tHE BOOK WAS IN EXCELLANT CONDITION, IT LOOKED BRAND NEW. AND

THE SHIPPING SERVICE WAS ALSO SUPERB.THANKS .P.S. I WILL PURCHASE MORE

BOOKS

This book was the first book i ever purchased online and to say it was for cents and also a used

book, the quality is unbelieveable. All the pages are in and it litearally looks brand new. I really

needed it for a social studies course i was taking and i'm glad that it didn't cost alot to get myself a

copy.

I ordered this book brand new on  Prime and it arrived within the expected two days. It was in

perfect condition, however, pages 77 - 100 are printed upside down and half of the print is missing.

it came with the extra mini book that was required for my class which was awesome. and it came

much earlier than promised. very happy with them

I normally don't like to buy Textbooks, but this one I wanted to. It is written in plain english so it is

really easy to understand. The ideas in the book can easily be used in a classroom!
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